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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE
DISTRICT OF VERMONT
VERMONT RAILWAY, INC.,
Plaintiff,
v.
TOWN OF SHELBURNE and
JOE COLANGELO in his capacity
as Town Manager and
Zoning Enforcement Officer,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 2:16-cv-16

VERMONT RAILWAY, INC.’S OPPOSITION TO THE NATURE CONSERVANCY’S
UNTIMELY
MOTION TO INTERVENE
IN HEARING ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER
Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 24, Plaintiff Vermont Railway, Inc. (the “Railroad”), by its
attorneys Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC, hereby opposes The Nature Conservancy’s Motion to
Intervene pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(a)(2) and 24(b)(l)(b) in the hearing on the Town’s
Motion to Reconsider the Court’s June 29, 2016 Order.
More than a year after this litigation began, The Nature Conservancy (“TNC”) seeks to
intervene virtually on the eve of the hearing on the Town’s Motion to Reconsider, for the
declared purpose of gaining access to Confidential Documents and Related Documents produced
to the Town pursuant to the Court’s February 22, 2017 Protective Order. Not only has TNC
been an active and public opponent of the Railroad’s development efforts at various public
meetings, it has actively monitored this action now for over a year. TNC’s attorney attended the
evidentiary hearing in May 2016; sought to participate in site inspections conducted in this case
in March 2016; and has communicated with the Act 250 District Commission on the essential
issue in this matter of preemption. TNC and the Town also apparently have entered into some
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form of a Common Interest Agreement concerning this matter although the details have never
been shared with the Railroad.
Setting aside the merits of such a motion, TNC could have, but did not, seek to intervene
in this matter (a) before the May 2016 hearing; (b) after the May 2016 hearing; (c) after the June
29, 2016 Order; (d) when the Town filed its Motion to Reconsider in September 2016; (e) when
the Court held a hearing in October 2016 on the Town’s request for documents; (f) after the
Railroad filed its January 23, 2017 Motion for Entry of Protective Order; and (g) after the Court
issued its February 22, 2017 Protective Order precluding production of confidential documents
to third parties.
TNC’s Motion to Intervene is also highly prejudicial. TNC waited to seek intervention
until one week before the hearing on the Town’s Motion to Reconsider, which has been pending
for six (6) months. The Railroad has no idea what documents TNC intends to introduce into
evidence or what legal arguments TNC intends to make at the hearing (aside from those already
being introduced and made by the Town). Thus, permitting TNC to introduce evidence, crossexamine witnesses, or introduce witnesses at a hearing would prejudice the Railroad and
unnecessarily delay the two (2) day hearing. Moreover, if TNC became a party, it would
presumably gain access to highly confidential, and competitively sensitive information for no
real purpose.
TNC’s Motion to Intervene at such a late date prior to the March 27-28 hearing is nothing
more than a last minute attempt to circumvent this Court’s order precluding the Town from
distributing highly confidential information to third parties; to harass the Railroad; and to
interpose needless delay by raising the prospect that TNC will call new and undisclosed
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witnesses and otherwise seek to expand the scope of the hearing beyond the narrow grounds set
by the Court.
In further Opposition, the Railroad submits the following Memorandum.
MEMORANDUM
I.

RELEVANT FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
This case arose out of the Railroad’s development of a rail facility in Shelburne,

Vermont, and the Town’s repeated efforts to prevent or to delay construction of that facility by
requiring the Railroad to submit to the sort of local permitting requirements that are categorically
preempted by the ICC Termination Act of 1995 (“ICCTA”). See Green Mountain R.R. Corp. v.
Vermont, 404 F.3d 638, 640 (2d Cir. 2005), cert. denied, 546 U.S. 977 (2005). Representatives
of the Railroad had met with representatives of the Town as early as June 23, 2015 to detail plans
for the construction of a new railroad transload facility, and formal notice of the planned
construction of the storage and distribution facility, access road, rail spur, building and parking
area was in fact publicly posted by the Shelburne Town Clerk on December 23, 2015. The
Director of TNC in Vermont has spoken publicly about TNC’s opposition to development of the
facility from the earliest days, including at a Shelburne Selectboard meeting on February 9,
2016, and actively opposed issuance of a stormwater discharge permit by the State of Vermont
even to the point of filing a formal petition with the DEC seeking revocation of the permit
authorizing stormwater discharge during construction.
On June 29, 2016, after six days of evidentiary hearings and lengthy briefing from the
parties, the Court denied the Town’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction and entered a
Declaratory Order finding that the ICCTA preempts the Town’s zoning regulations as applied to
the Railroad’s planned development in Shelburne, Vermont. (D. Vt. Doc. 84). The Court further
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enjoined the Town from enforcing any regulation that prevents the Railroad from constructing its
proposed facility.1
On September 16, 2016, the Town filed another Motion for Temporary Restraining
Order, a Motion for Stay of Appeal, and a Motion to Vacate the Court’s June 29, 2016 Opinion
and Order (“Motion for TRO/Reconsideration”). The Town’s stated basis for filing the Motion
for TRO/Reconsideration was its discovery of so-called new evidence in the August 10, 2016
minutes of the Vermont State Infrastructure Bank (“SIB”) stating that SIB approved an
application for a loan to Barrett Trucking Co., Inc. to fund a portion of the construction of a
transload intermodal facility located on land owned by the Railroad. The Town also made a
specific request to allow broad new discovery into subsequent project financing. The Town
argued that this new information was or could be inconsistent with prior witness testimony and
that the district court should reconsider its previous opinion that ICCTA preemption applies.
Despite the Town’s claim, this “new evidence” will be shown to be nothing of the sort, as
the lender/borrower relationship between Barrett Trucking and the Railroad had been wellestablished at the time of trial.2 The SIB loan request by Barrett Trucking will be shown to be
fully consistent with the already disclosed lending relationship between the Railroad and Barrett
Trucking. (See Agreement and draft Promissory Note between Railroad and Barrett Trucking
(the “Agreement”) (“Hearing Exhibit BB”)). The evidence at the Preliminary Injunction hearing
and the Court’s own inquiry established that the Railroad and Barrett Trucking intended that
Barrett loan funds to the Railroad and would loan additional funds to the Railroad to pay for the

1 The Town filed a Notice of Interlocutory Appeal to the Second Circuit on July 28, 2016. The Town limited its

appeal to this Court’s denial of its Motion for Injunctive Relief. The Town did not appeal the Declaratory Order
that the ICCTA preempts local regulation of the development of the subject project and has since voluntarily
dismissed its Second Circuit Appeal.
2 See Hearing Ex. BB; Hearing Tr. 570, 606 -11 (May 5, 2016); Hearing Tr. 630-38- 641-45 (May 9, 2016); Hearing
Tr. 822, 826, 828, 906-07.
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development of the Shelburne intermodal facility. Id. at 2. There have been no changes to the
essential characteristics of this relationship, which the Town had ample opportunity to explore
during the 6-day evidentiary hearing.
On October 18, 2016, the Court held a hearing on the Town’s Motion for
TRO/Reconsideration. After hearing from the parties, the Court declined to issue any new
injunctive relief. The Court also declined to vacate or find reason to stay its previous order.
[t]here’s no question there was a disclosure [by the Railroad at
trial] of the fact that Barrett [Trucking] would be providing some
funding by way of loan to Vermont Railway to construct the
building [of the subject project].
Hearing Tr. at 8:24-9:1 (Oct. 18, 2016). The Court, however, allowed discovery for the
following limited purpose:
to resolve the Town’s allegation that Barrett Trucking may have
made a representation over the course of its engagement with its
lenders which was inconsistent with its prior statements regarding
its interest in the facility…. [T]he primary issues to be resolve…
‘what was represented to [the banks] by Mr. Barrett, what
interest Mr. Barrett had in this particular project, what
security was provided, [and] what kind of control Mr.
Barrett’s going to have in regard to this project in the future.’”
Order on Motion at 3 (Jan. 12, 2017) (Doc. 118) (emphasis added).
This is the issue to be addressed and resolved at the forthcoming hearing, not the broader
areas of inquiry suggested by TNC in its papers. In its January 12, 2017 Order on the Town’s
Motion to Compel, the Court specifically precluded discovery on matters related to
environmental reviews, which it had previously stated were beyond the scope of the issues raised
by the Town’s September 21, 2016 Filing. See Hearing Tr. at 17-18 (Oct. 18, 2016). The Court
was equally clear yesterday (March 20, 2017) in discussing the scope and focus of the coming
testimony.
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Following the hearing on October 18, 2016, the Railroad agreed to produce relevant
documents and worked in good faith to develop a revised protective agreement.3 Between
November 2016 and January 2017, the Railroad attempted to negotiate a protective agreement
governing confidential documents including Barrett Trucking’s loan documents; financing
information; communications with lending institutions; and competitively sensitive pricing
information. The Town, however, (1) refused to agree that the documents were not public
records and exempt from a public records request; (2) demanded attorney’s fees and costs from
the Railroad to dispute any public records request for the confidential documents produced
pursuant to the Court’s October 18, 2016 and January 12, 2007 Orders; and (3) confirmed its
initial intent to disclose these highly confidential records to non-party TNC.
On January 23, 2017, the Railroad filed a Motion for Entry of Protective Order and
Motion to Reconsider One Aspect of the Court’s January 12, 2017 Discovery Order (Doc. 120).
The Court held a hearing on this Motion on February 6, 2017. On February 22, 2017, the Court
issued a Protective Order and decision ordering that “[d]ocuments produced subject to this
Protective Order shall remain confidential and shall not be disclosed to any third party except
as provided in the attached Protective Order.” Order at 2 (Doc. 126) (emphasis added).
II.

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
TNC owns and manages land abutting the Railroad’s property in Shelburne, Vermont but

does not own or have any interest in the property owned by the Railroad. From the beginning of
this litigation over a year ago, TNC has openly supported the Town in its efforts to prevent
construction of the transload rail facility and to require the Railroad to submit to preempted state
3 The parties negotiated and entered into a Confidentiality Agreement on April 22, 2016. Although signed and

executed by the Town’s attorney, the Town argued without any support that the Railroad somehow forced its
attorneys to sign this agreement and therefore it was not binding. To avoid dispute, the Railroad agreed to renegotiate the confidentiality agreement.
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and local permitting requirements, such as Act 250. See January 27, 2016 Letter from TNC to
Act 250 District Commission entitled “RE: proposed Vermont Transload Facility, Shelburne,”
attached as Exhibit 1.
A year ago in March 2016, TNC’s attorney, David Grayck, Esq., sought to participate in
a site visit in this case with the Town, the Town’s retained trial experts, and the Railroad. On
March 23, 2016, the Railroad’s attorney, Eric Poehlmann, Esq., sent the following email to the
Town’s attorney:
TNC is not a party to the lawsuit between the Railroad and the
Town, and so we do not agree to allowing Mr. Grayck and his
experts to join in tomorrow’s site visit….
Email from Eric Poehlmann, Esq. to Claudine Safar, Esq (March 23, 2016) (emphasis added),
attached as Exhibit 2. TNC made no effort to join in the litigation or seek to intervene at that
time.
In May 2016, on behalf of TNC, Attorney Grayck observed at least some if not all of the
entire 6-day hearing on the Town’s Motion for Injunctive relief. At no point during that hearing
did Attorney Grayck/TNC seek to intervene in the proceedings, which are now the subject of the
Motion to Reconsider and the hearing scheduled for March 27-28.
In June, 2016, TNC (unsuccessfully) petitioned the State of Vermont, Department of
Environmental Conservation, and sought to have the State of Vermont revoke the authorization it
provided the Railroad to proceed with construction.
On July 22, 2016, Attorney Grayck joined the Town’s request for a jurisdictional opinion
from the Environmental District Commission concerning the applicability of federal preemption
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to the Railroad’s Shelburne transload facility. See Email from David Grayck, Esq. to Peter
Keibel (July 21, 2016), attached as Exhibit 3.4
In September 2016, Attorney Grayck (not the Town) obtained the copy of the August 10,
2016 SIB minutes, which formed the stated basis for the Town’s current Motion to Reconsider.5
On November 8, 2016, the Town submitted a draft Protective Order to the Railroad,
which aimed to permit the Town to share confidential documents in this litigation with TNC.
The Town revealed that it had a “Joint Defense Agreement” with TNC and sought to share
Barrett Trucking’s loan documents; financing information; communications with lending
institutions; and competitively sensitive pricing information with TNC. In response to the
Railroad’s objection, the Town’s attorney stated as follows:
David Grayck is the only person I am interested in discussion
[confidential] documents with and as you are aware, he is the one
who learned of these loans in the first place. As you know, he is
representing [TNC] and has a stake in this matter. TNC has its
own reasons for these documents possibly being relevant to the
matters it is a party in – like the 250 matter and the [MultiSector General Permit 3-9003]. Seems to me that adding David
just avoids a separate round of discovery in those cases. I
would propose he sign the agreement obviously to get access to the
documents.
Emails between Marc Heath, Esq. and Claudine Safar, Esq., attached as Exhibit 4.
On November 21, 2016, the State of Vermont, Agency of Natural Resources, Department
of Environmental Conservation (“DEC”) issued a Mult-Sector General Permit 3-9003 (the “DEC
Permit”) to the Railroad for operation of the Shelburne transload facility stormwater system.
DEC determined that the Railroad had met the permit criteria to discharge stormwater from the

4 Attorneys for the Town and TNC were informed by Mr. Keibel on August 29, 2016 that Act 250 review of the

Railroad’s transload facility was federally preempted by the ICCTA. http://www.nrb.state.vt.us/lup/jo/2016/4249%20and%20cos.pdf
5 Again, these minutes are not inconsistent in any manner with the evidence introduced at the evidentiary hearing in
May 2016.
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Shelburne transload facility. See DEC Permit, attached as Exhibit 5. Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. §
220, both the Town of Shelburne and TNC had a right to appeal the DEC Permit within 30 days
of the permit decision. Neither the Town nor TNC filed an appeal.
III.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
As detailed below, TNC cannot satisfy all the particular criteria required under Fed. R.

Civ. P. 24(a) for a movant seeking intervention as of right:
(1) timely file an application;
(2) the applicant asserts an interest relating to the property or
transaction that is the subject of the action;
(3) the applicant is so situated that without intervention, disposition
of the action may, as a practical matter, impair or impede the
applicant’s ability to protect its interests; and
(4) the applicant’s interest is not adequately represented by the
other parties.
Allen v. Dairy Farmers of America, Inc., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48479, *20 (quoting United
States v. Pitney Bowes, Inc., 25 F.3d 66, 70 (2d Cir. 1994)). “The Second Circuit has made clear
that a motion for intervention ‘will be denied unless all four requirements are met.’” Entergy
Nuclear Vt. Yankee, LLC v. Shumlin, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59662, *4 (D. Vt. June 2, 2011)
(quoting Pitney Bowes, Inc., 25 F.3d at 70); In re Holocaust Victim Assets Litig., 225 F.3d 191,
197-98 (2d Cir. 2000); Green Mt. Chrysler Plymouth Dodge Jeep v. Crombie, 2007 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 55992, *7 (D. Vt. July 21, 2011).
Although within the trial court’s discretion, permissive intervention under Fed. R. Civ. P.
24(b) is permitted only where provided by federal statute or the movant has “a claim or defense
that shares with the main action a common question of law or fact.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b)(1).
“The rule further provides that a court, in exercising discretion under Rule 24(b), ‘must consider
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whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the original parties’
rights.’” Entergy Nuclear Vt. Yankee, LLC, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59662 at *14.
Finally, a Motion to Intervene must be accompanied by a pleading setting forth the
claims for which intervention is sought. Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(c). A Motion to Intervene may be
denied where the pleading required by Rule 24(c) fails to state a legally cognizable claim for
relief. See Moss v. E.ON AG, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20544, *2 (D. Vt. Oct. 14, 2003) (barring
claim previously rejected by district court’s denial of Motion to Intervene for failing state valid
claim for relief). TNC includes no requisite pleading with its motion, and it is simply not enough
that TNC might wish to have access to this information for its use in some other matter or
matters.
IV.

TNC’S STATED BASIS FOR UNTIMELY INTERVENTION
On Thursday, March 16, 2016, a little over one week before the March 27-28 hearing on

the Town’s Motion to Reconsider, Heather Furman, director of TNC, informed the Railroad’s
David Wulfson that it would “seek[] to participate in the court hearing that is to take place before
Judge Sessions the week following next.” Email from Heather Furman to David Wulfson
(March 16, 2017), attached as Exhibit 6. Attorney Grayck subsequently informed undersigned
counsel that TNC would seek to intervene pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 24.
On Saturday, March 18, 2017, counsel for TNC explained the claimed basis for
intervention as follows:
As [Railroad counsel] as stated, there is a protective order such
that [TNC] does not know the facts as established through
ongoing litigation. The lack of information on TNC’s part is a
significant factor in its decision to seek to intervene….
Email from Attorney Grayck to Attorney Heath (March 18, 2017) (emphasis added), attached as
Exhibit 7.
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Counsel for TNC further stated:
•

TNC may seek to call witnesses at the March 27-28 hearing “to the extent necessary (and
if allowed by the Court), to meet the standards for intervention under F.R.C.P. 24(a)(2)
and 24(b)(1)(B);

•

TNC intends to cross-examine witnesses at the March 27-28 hearing;

•

TNC is further basing its request for intervention on the Court’s January 12, 2017 ruling
on the Town’s Motion to Compel;

•

TNC “believe it is necessary to become a party at this time so it can protect its property
interests as adjoining landowner…given the Court’s January 12, 2017 ruling [on the
Town’s Motion to Compel] and the ongoing discovery to which TNC has no knowledge
of due to the protective order.”

Id.
On March 20, 2017, TNC filed its Motion to Intervene.
V.

ARGUMENT
A. TNC Cannot Satisfy The Four Criteria For Intervention Of Right Under Fed. R. Civ.
P. 24(a).
i. TNC’s Motion to Intervene In The Hearing On A Motion To Reconsider Is
Untimely and Prejudicial.
TNC’s Motion to Intervene virtually on the eve of a trial on a Motion to Reconsider (filed

in Sept. 2016) the Court’s June 29, 2016 decision is untimely, unjustified, and clearly intended to
harass and prejudice the Railroad.
Whether a Motion to Intervene is timely depends on four factors: “(1) how long the
applicant had notice of its interest in the action before making its motion; (2) the prejudice to the
existing parties resulting from this delay; (3) the prejudice to the applicant resulting from a
denial of the motion; and (4) any unusual circumstances militating in favor of or against
intervention.” Allen, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48479 at 20.
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TNC has been on notice of its purported interests in this action for well over a year, and
at least from the time the NOI was first posted by the Shelburne Town Clerk in December 2015.
As discussed above, TNC has been actively monitoring this litigation between the Town and the
Railroad since its inception. Its attorney, Mr. Grayck, sought to attend site visits in this case;
observed the evidentiary hearing in May 2016; and apparently entered into a Common
Interest/Joint Defense Agreement with the Town’s attorney for the purpose of discussing this
litigation. Moreover, when it moved for reconsideration in September 2016, the Town did so
based on so-called new evidence identified and provided to the Town by TNC. There is simply
no valid justification for TNC’s year-long delay in seeking to intervene in this proceeding if, in
fact, it legitimately believed it had an interest in this litigation sufficient to support intervention
under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(a) or (b).
TNC argues that the Railroad is not prejudiced by its seeking intervention at this late
stage of the current litigation, because it does not seek to delay the proceeding. However,
by its own admission TNC concedes in its Motion to Intervene that: 1) it intends to crossexamine witnesses; 2) that it might introduce evidence that has not been disclosed in discovery;
and 3) that it may call undisclosed witnesses in order to supports its Motion to Intervene.
The Railroad is clearly prejudiced by TNC’s attempted intervention at this very late stage
of the litigation. First, despite actively following the litigation for over a year, TNC waited to
seek intervention until less than one week before the hearing on the Motion to Reconsider the
June 29, 2016 Order. Setting aside the merits of TNC’s motion, it could have, but did not, seek
to intervene before the May 2016 evidentiary hearing if it believed it had to act to protect any
interest as an adjoining landowner. Given that it was not a party during the May hearing, it
would be highly prejudicial to the Railroad to permit TNC to introduce evidence, cross-examine
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witnesses in addition to whatever examination may be conducted by the Town, or even introduce
witnesses at a hearing on the Motion to Reconsider the resulting June 29, 2016 Order when it has
not defined its interest in the litigation or even participated in discovery.
Second, the Railroad has no idea what documents TNC intends to introduce into evidence
or what legal arguments TNC intends to make at the hearing on March 27-28 (aside from those
already being introduced and made by the Town. In its Motion to Intervene, TNC admitted that
it has sent out public records requests for information related to the Shelburne transload facility,
but has not provided the Railroad with copies of information received pursuant to these requests.
The Railroad has not had an opportunity to serve discovery on TNC, take depositions of its
personnel, or even obtain basic discovery information that is required by any party in Initial
Disclosures.
Third, while the Railroad has not been informed of the legal arguments TNC intends to
make at the hearing on the Motion to Reconsider, or what documents it intends to produce, there
is absolutely every reason to believe that the Town’s and TNC’s interests and legal theories are
completely identical. Despite their identical interests, TNC intends to cross-examine witnesses
and present evidence. This will unnecessarily delay the two (2) day hearing and permit two
different attorneys, with exactly the same interests, to cross-examine witnesses.
Fourth, the Town and the Railroad engaged in negotiations of a protective agreement for
months following the October 2016 hearing. The primary issue between the parties was the
Railroad’s unequivocal condition and right to maintain the confidentiality of its and Barrett
Trucking’s documents produced pursuant to such an agreement. The Railroad was justifiably
concerned about production of the documents in response to a Public Records request. During
these negotiations, the Town admitted that it sought to share all confidential documents with
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TNC. See Emails between Marc Heath, Esq. and Claudine Safar, Esq., attached as Exhibit 4. In
early November 2016, the Railroad rejected language in the draft protective agreement that
would permit such disclosure. Although the Town presumably shared this information with
TNC pursuant to its Common Interest agreement, TNC did not seek to intervene at that time.
Nor did TNC seek to intervene after the Railroad filed its Motion for Entry of Protective Order
on January 23, 2017; in advance of the February 6, 2017 hearing on the Protective Order; or
following the Court’s February 22, 2017 Order that: “[d]ocuments produced subject to this
Protective Order shall remain confidentiality and shall not be disclosed to any third party
except as provided in the attached Protective Order.” Order at 2 (Doc. 126) (emphasis added).
The Town also made no effort to raise the issue of TNC’s access to these documents with the
Court. If TNC became a party, it would presumably gain access to highly confidential, and
competitively sensitive information for no real purpose. The Railroad would be severely
prejudiced by this disclosure and the increased risk that confidential information would be
disseminated to other third parties.
Fifth, intervention would necessarily prolong a final resolution of this matter and create
unnecessary legal fees in this already costly and burdensome litigation. The essential issue in
this case was whether the Railroad’s ownership, development, construction, and operation of a
transload rail facility in Shelburne is entitled to ICCTA preemption. For the reasons discussed in
its June 29, 2016 Order, following a lengthy evidentiary hearing, this Court categorically
concluded that it was preempted. TNC was not only fully aware of the Court’s June 29, 2016
ruling, but corresponded with the Act 250 Commission concerning the Commission’s rejection
of Act 250 review in light of ICCTA preemption, and did not seek to intervene. Three months
later, when the Town sought to reopen the issue by filing a Motion to Reconsider and
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mischaracterizing evidence of Barrett’s borrowing as being inconsistent with evidence
introduced at the hearing in May 2016, TNC still did not seek to intervene. Now, after additional
rounds of written discovery and depositions have gone by, TNC finally seeks to intervene
presumably to relitigate environmental matters already addressed by the Court, introduce
potentially new and irrelevant evidence, cross-examine witnesses, and appear at the March 27-28
hearing. The increased cost and burden to the Railroad and the Court is entirely unjustified and
highly prejudicial.
Finally, there is no prejudice to TNC from a denial of the Motion to Intervene. As
discussed below, TNC (a) does not have a direct, substantial and legally protectable interest in
this case; and (b) its so-called interest is already protected by the Town’s pursuit of the Town
and TNC’s common objectives in challenging the preemptive effect of the ICCTA to state and
municipal regulation.6
ii. TNC Does Not Have A Legally Recognizable Interest In The Railroad’s Property
In Shelburne For The Purpose Of Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(a)(2).
The second prerequisite to intervention under Rule 24(a)(2) is that, “a proposed
intervenor have a direct, substantial, and legally protectable interest in the subject matter of the
action.” Green Mt. Chrysler Plymouth Dodge Jeep, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 55992 at 7 (internal
quotations omitted) (quoting United States v. City of New York, 198 F.3d 360, 365 (2d Cir.
1999)).
TNC claims an interest in the subject matter of this case by virtue of its position as a
neighboring landowner of the LaPlatte River Marsh Nature Area preserve. This interest, i.e. a
desire to protect the neighboring LaPlatte River Marsh Nature Area, is insufficient for the
purpose of a Motion to Intervene.
6 The Town and TNC have a “Joint Defense”/Common-Interest Agreement for this very purpose.
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In Green Mt. Chrysler Plymouth Dodge Jeep v. Crombie, Greenpeace moved to intervene
in a proceeding to “promote transparency and disseminat[e] information on climate change….”
2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 55992 at *8. This Court concluded that this interest was “only
tangentially related to the subject matter of th[e] action,” and therefore insufficient for the
purposes of Rule 24(a)(2). Id. Moreover, the Court recognized that any such interest was
already adequately represented by the existing parties to the action. Id.
Similarly, in Entergy Nuclear Vt. Yankee, LLC v. Shumlin, The Conservation Law
Foundation (“CLF”) and Vermont Public Interest Research Group (“VPIRG”) sought to
intervene on grounds that they “advocate to protect New England communities and their
environment.” 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59662 at *1. This Court CLF and VPIRG’s Motion to
Intervene because:
The Movants’ claimed interest in the enjoyment of resources
protected by the Vermont scheme is identical to that of
Vermonters, whose interest in resource preservation is
represented by Defendants. With respect to the regulatory and
legislative process preceding enactment, Movants essentially argue
that the effort and resources they expended in the proceedings will
be nullified if Plaintiffs prevail in this action. This is essentially
an interest in the ultimate enforcement of Vermont’s statutory
and regulatory scheme. Even if sufficient under Rule 24(a),
existing Defendants adequately represent that interest in this
case.
Id. at*8-9.
Finally, The Nature Conservation has not demonstrated that it has a legally recognized
interest in this proceeding. It is not the owner of the land that is the subject of this lawsuit.
Moreover, although TNC has an interest in protecting the LaPlatte River Marsh Natural Area, it
declined to appeal the DEC’s issuance of the Mult-Sector General Permit for stormwater
discharge associated with the Railroad’s operation of the Shelburne transload facility. The
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Multi-Sector General Permit “requires facilities to examine potential sources of pollution,
implement measures to reduce the risk of stormwater contamination, and test stormwater
discharges for sources of pollution.”7 Having decided not to appeal the DEC permit, TNC
cannot be permitted to intervene in this proceeding as another means to prevent or delay Railroad
construction and operation of the Shelburne transload facility.
iii. TNC’s Interest In The Outcome Of This Proceeding Is Adequately Protected By
The Town And Denial Of The Motion To Intervene Will Not Impair TNC.
Even if TNC has an interest in this proceeding, that interest is more than adequately
protected by the Town. For this reason alone, TNC’s Motion to Intervene should be denied. See
Green Mt. Chrysler Plymouth Dodge Jeep, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 55992 at *8-9.
The Town has aggressively pursued its position that the Railroad should be subject to
local permitting requirements from the beginning of this case, retaining multiple experts,
conducting numerous depositions; and presenting testimony to the Court on issues as
comprehensive as traffic safety, wetland delineating, threatened and endangered species, and
habitat preservation in addition to evidence on the relationship between the Railroad and Barrett
Trucking Not content with the Court’s June 29, 2016 decision, the Town has sought to present
new evidence through the instant Motion to Reconsider in an attempt to re-litigate many of the
same issues already decided by this Court. The Town has filed multiple public record and FOIA
requests, issued subpoenas and conducted depositions, and pursued extensive discovery
concerning the nature of the financing relationship between the Railroad and Barrett Trucking
and the several lending institutions involved in financing development of the Shelburne
Transload Facility. Counsel for the Town of Shelburne has confirmed that it already intends to
present this information and witness testimony to the Court next week making participation by
7 http://dec.vermont.gov/watershed/stormwater/permit-information-applications-fees/multi-sector-general-permit
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TNC and access to confidential discovery entirely unnecessary to the protection of any interest it
might have in the outcome of the hearing.8
Finally, the Court should consider that the Town and TNC have entered into a so-called
Joint Defense/Common-Interest agreement concerning this litigation. See Exhibit 4. The
essential requirement of this type of agreement is that the parties to such agreement share a
“strong common interest in the outcome of [the action].” Schaeffler v. United States, 806 F.3d
34, 40 (2d Cir. 2015). Because the Town and TNC have already declared a common interest in
this litigation and the Town is “vigorously pursu[ing] that objective.... [There is a] presumption
of adequate representation” by the Town. Entergy Nuclear Vt. Yankee, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
59662 at *10. In cases where the existing party is a governmental entity, there is a heavy burden
to overcome the presumption of adequate representation of interests. Id. Here, TNC cannot
establish that its interests in this litigation are not already adequately represented by the Town
and its attorneys.
TNC does not provide any detail as to its particular interest in the litigation, only stating
in its Motion to Intervene:
the scope of relief which the Town seeks is unrelated to [TNC’s]
unique property interests and fulfillment of its corporate and
charitable functions. At this point, it is solely [TNC] which can
protect its unique property interests.
Motion at 11.
However, as evidenced by its Joint Defense Agreement this is a hollow argument. The
Town and TNC have an identical interest in the pending litigation, i.e. to challenge federal

8 If the Town simply seeks to avail itself of Attorney Grayck’s experience by retaining him as co-counsel, of course

the Railroad has no objection to his entering an appearance on behalf of the Town so long as the requirements
of the Protective Order apply and information is not disclosed or shared with nonparties .
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preemption of state and municipal land use regulation. While TNC and others may be interested
in and concerned about the outcome of the legal case, that is not enough to support intervention.
B. Permissive Intervention Is Unwarranted.
For the reasons already discussed, permissive intervention under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b) is
unwarranted. Intervention by TNC will unduly delay this proceeding and prejudice the Railroad.
See Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b)(3).
CONCLUSION
At the most basic level, TNC seeks to intervene largely because its efforts to obtain
access to confidential information are frustrated by the Court’s Protective Order. Merely
because TNC does not know what the Town may have learned in the course of discovery is not a
fair and appropriate basis for intervention under FRCP Rule 24. For this and the other reasons
detailed above Vermont Railway, Inc. respectfully requests that the Court DENY TNC’s Motion
to Intervene.

Dated at Burlington, Vermont this 21st day of March, 2017.

/s/ Marc B. Heath_____________
Marc B. Heath
Jennifer E. McDonald
Attorneys for Vermont Railway, Inc.
P.O. Box 190, 199 Main Street
Burlington, Vermont 05402
Telephone: (802) 863-2375
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on Tuesday, March 21, 2017, I electronically filed Vermont Railway,
Inc.’s Opposition to TNC’s Motion to Intervene with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF
system, which will send notification of such filing to all counsel of record.
By:
17344176.1
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/s/ Jennifer E. McDonald

_____
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Jennifer McDonald
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Marc Heath
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 5:33 PM
Claudine Safar
Eric Poehlmann
RE: Attendees

Claudine;
Since Att. Grayck chose to discuss this with you, rather than contact us directly, please be sure to let him know that he
will not be allowed to participate in tomorrow's site visit. If he wants to discuss a site visit please have him contact me
directly, and I can discuss it with my client.
Also, here is the language of the acknowledgement form that all attendees will have to sign before entering the site.
“ I acknowledge that this site visit is being conducted for discovery purposes in a pending litigation between the
Town of Shelburne and Vermont Rail System. This site is currently under active construction. Heavy equipment will be
operating at the site. The ground surface is rough, uneven, and littered with roots, sticks, rocks, and other obstacles.
Portions of the property still have stumps protruding. There may be construction noise and flying debris at the site. The
ground surface is also muddy, and soft. These and other hazards which exist at construction sites poise serious risks of
injury. I acknowledge the risks associated with participating in this site visit, and agree to assume any and all risk of
harm associated with participating in this site visit. I also agree to comply with the ground rules established by the
parties for this site visit.”
Sincerely,
Marc
Marc B. Heath | Director | Litigation Group Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC | Business Sense · Legal Ingenuity
199 Main Street, PO Box 190 | Burlington, VT 05402-0190
Direct: 802-846-8306 | Main: 802-863-2375 | Fax: 802-862-7512 MHeath@drm.com | www.drm.com

-----Original Message----From: Eric Poehlmann
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 5:18 PM
To: Claudine Safar; Marc Heath
Subject: RE: Attendees
Claudine:
1
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I am not in the office, but received your email. The Nature Conservancy is not a party to the lawsuit between the
Railroad and the Town, and so we do not agree to allowing Mr. Grayck and his experts join in tomorrow's site visit. I will
note that the Executive Director of the NatureConservancy was already given a tour of the site some time back.
Eric
________________________________________
From: Claudine Safar [csafar@msdvt.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:48 PM
To: Claudine Safar; Marc Heath
Cc: Eric Poehlmann; David Grayck
Subject: Re: Attendees
Sorry… I also forgot to include John Kerr, select board member. That makes 10 from the Town.
Claudine
__________________________
Claudine C. Safar, Esq.
Monaghan Safar Ducham PLLC
156 Battery St.
Burlington, VT 05401
92 Fairfield St.
St. Albans, VT 05478
(802) 660-4735
(802) 419-3662 (fax)
csafar@msdvt.com<mailto:csafar@msdvt.com>
www.msdvt.com<https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/zNX5BVfZKZGTD>
This e-mail message is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510-2521 and is legally
privileged. Unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and delete and destroy all copies of the original message.
On Mar 23, 2016, at 4:46 PM, Claudine Safar <csafar@msdvt.com<mailto:csafar@msdvt.com>> wrote:
Eric
These are the people who will be there tomorrow for the Town. None of us have hard hats.
Dori Barton
Michael Smith
Dean Pierce
Joe Colangelo
Gary von Stange
Claudine Safar
Anthea Dexter Cooper
Michael Oman
Paul Boisvert
Attorney David Grayck has expressed an interest in being there as well. As you know, he represents the nature
conservancy and has a couple experts of his own. Please let David know if he and his two experts are welcome to join us.
Claudine
2
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<PastedGraphic-2.tiff>
__________________________
Claudine C. Safar, Esq.
Monaghan Safar Ducham PLLC
156 Battery St.
Burlington, VT 05401
92 Fairfield St.
St. Albans, VT 05478
(802) 660-4735
(802) 419-3662 (fax)
csafar@msdvt.com<mailto:csafar@msdvt.com>
www.msdvt.com<https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/zNX5BVfZKZGTD>
This e-mail message is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510-2521 and is legally
privileged. Unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and delete and destroy all copies of the original message.
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Jennifer McDonald
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Grayck <dgrayck@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 21, 2016 10:02 PM
Keibel, Peter
C Safar; Eric Poehlmann; Lord, Elizabeth; Chapman, Matt
Town of Shelburne Request for Jurisdictional Opinion LUP #300004 and #4C0828
2016 July 22 Letter for TNC to Keibel re JO re #300004 and #4C0828.pdf

Dear Peter,
Please see the attached letter filed by The Nature Conservancy with respect to the Town of Shelburne's March
15, 2016 jurisdictional opinion request relative to certain activities undertaken by Vermont Railway, Inc. The
original will be mailed to you.
For your information, the mailing to you will include a copy of (i) the pending June 7, 2016 request by The
Nature Conservancy to Matthew Chapman, Esq., General Counsel, DEC, to revoke certain permissions and
authorizations made to Vermont Railway, Inc.; and (ii) the July 18, 2016 comments filed by The Nature
Conservancy with respect to the Notice of Intent dated July 8, 2016 by Vermont Railway, Inc., pursuant to
Multi-Sector General Permit (MSGP) 3-9003.
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
David.
David L. Grayck, Esq.
Law Office of David L. Grayck, Esq.
57 College Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 223-0659 (direct line)
(802) 522-0186 (mobile)
This message is intended only for the use of the individual(s)or entity(ies) to whom it is addressed and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure by applicable law or court
order. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering the message to the intended recipient, you hereby are notified that any use, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail, or by calling 802-223-0659, and delete the original
message from your system. Thank you.
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Jennifer McDonald
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

C Safar <csafar@msdvt.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 1:04 PM
Marc Heath
Jennifer McDonald; Anthea Dexter-Cooper
Re: Confidentiality Agreement
PastedGraphic-2.tiff

Marc
See my comments below.
Thanks
Claudine

__________________________
Claudine C. Safar, Esq.
Monaghan Safar Ducham PLLC
156 Battery St.
Burlington, VT 05401
92 Fairfield St.
St. Albans, VT 05478
(802) 660-4735
(802) 419-3662 (fax)
csafar@msdvt.com
www.msdvt.com
This e-mail message is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510-2521 and is legally
privileged. Unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact
the sender and delete and destroy all copies of the original message.

On Nov 15, 2016, at 9:57 AM, Marc Heath <mheath@drm.com> wrote:
Hi Claudine:
We’ve reviewed your proposed revisions to the Confidentiality Agreement. While we can agree to some
of the proposed revisions, there are several that we do not agree with. They are as follows:
1. Paragraph A 3. You’re proposed revision would make any document submitted to a governmental
entity not confidential. That isn’t acceptable. From time to time VR has to submit information to a
governmental body which is confidential, and we want the right to protect the confidentiality of that
information. We agree that documents filed in the town land records aren’t confidential.

Fine, so long as we make that edit that town land records are not confidential and we can still object to the
labeling of something I disagree with down the line.
2. Paragraph B 4(a). We do not agree that merely because the town may have entered into a joint defense agreement with
another “party” that it would have the right to share confidential information with that entity. We are well aware that the
town is working with other groups. However, they are not parties, and we would not consent to our confidential
1
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documents being shared with any of them. Paragraph A. 1. will need to be fixed as well to avoid any confusion on this
point.

David Grayck is the only person I am interested in discussing these documents with and as you are aware, he is
the one who learned of these loans in the first place. As you know, he is representing the Conservancy and has
a stake in this matter. TNC has its own reasons for these documents possibly being relevant to the matters it is a
party in- like the 250 matter and the MSGP. Seems to me that adding David just avoids a separate round of
discovery in those cases. I would propose that he sign the agreement obviously to get access to the
documents. Apart from TNC, there are no other “groups” that the Town is working with. I am representing the
Town’s interests and not other groups or persons.
3. Paragraph B 4(c). You’ve added the word “member” to the list of individuals who can review confidential documents.
We aren’t sure what this is intended to refer to. Are residents of the town “members”? We wouldn’t agree that such wide
desemination of our confidential materials.

My client is the Selectboard for the Town of Shelburne. The Selectboard has members. They are not directors,
officers or employees. Nothing more was intended.
4. Paragraph B 5 (d). We’re generally OK with the idea of destroying confidential documents upon termination of the
litigation, but we would want a written certification by the individual that he or she has destroyed the materials. We also
want the deletion option to be stronger. “Permanently deleted, from all electronic devices and locations”, would be better.

I think you mean C5(d) not B. My issue with the language stating “permanent deletion” is that we all know that
things can rarely now be “permanently” deleted from anything. There is always some electronic record and
some way to discover these documents if you are capable enough. If we make reasonable efforts to delete them,
I need that to be enough.
5. Paragraph E 11. You’ve deleted the requirement that confidential documents must be returned or destroyed at the
conclusion of the litigation. This is not acceptable. We absolutely want all confidential materials returned or destroyed at
the conclusion of the case. There is a real risk that documents retained by the town or its counsel after litigation is
complete could become public records subject to disclosure. The town has no legitimate reason for keeping such materials
anyway. This provision must be restored.

This is way too broad. You are requiring that we destroy or return “excerpts” from confidential
documents. Excerpts can be and are in fact likely to be contained in motions and documents filed with the
court. Therefore, we cannot be obligated to destroy our own client documents. As you know, as attorneys we
are required to maintain proper records of our cases. If you want to revise this language to make it workable,
then I will reconsider my deletion. As drafted, this is not something I can agree to.
I look forward to discussing this document with you further. Hopefully we can iron out these points of
disagreement.
Sincerely,
Marc
Marc B. Heath | Director | Litigation Group
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC | Business Sense · Legal Ingenuity
199 Main Street, PO Box 190 | Burlington, VT 05402-0190
Direct: 802-846-8306 | Main: 802-863-2375 | Fax: 802-862-7512
2
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MHeath@drm.com | www.drm.com

From: C Safar [mailto:csafar@msdvt.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2016 10:14 AM
To: Marc Heath
Subject: Confidentiality Agreement

Attached with my revisions.

__________________________
Claudine C. Safar, Esq.
Monaghan Safar Ducham PLLC
156 Battery St.
Burlington, VT 05401
92 Fairfield St.
St. Albans, VT 05478
(802) 660-4735
(802) 419-3662 (fax)
csafar@msdvt.com
www.msdvt.com
This e-mail message is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510-2521 and is
legally privileged. Unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and delete and destroy all copies of the original message.
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Permit No. 7514-9003
STATE OF VERMONT
AGENCY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE STORMWATER
UNDER MULTI-SECTOR GENERAL PERMIT 3-9003
NPDES VTR 050001
A determination has been made that the applicant (here in after “permittee”):
Vermont Railway, Inc
One Railway Lane
Burlington, VT 05401
meets the criteria necessary for inclusion under General Permit 3- 9003. Subject to the conditions and
eligibility provisions of General Permit No. 3-9003, the permittee is authorized to discharge stormwater
from the Shelburne Transload Facility located on Catamount Road in Shelburne, Vermont to the LaPlatte
River.
1.

Effective Date and Expiration Date of this Authorization: This authorization to discharge shall
become effective on 11/21/2016 and shall continue until a new Multi-Sector General Permit
has been issued by the Secretary. The permittee shall reapply for coverage when notified to do
so by the Department of Environmental Conservation.

2.

Compliance with General Permit 3-9003 and this Authorization: The permittee shall comply
with this authorization and all the terms, conditions and eligibility provisions of General Permit
3-9003. General Permit 3-9003 contains a number of detailed requirements which are
applicable to your facility and your discharge-related activities. These include, but are not
limited to, the inspection, monitoring and reporting requirements listed below. Please read and
follow the permit carefully to ensure that you remain in compliance with all permit conditions.

3.

Inspection Requirement: The permittee shall conduct monthly facility inspections and an
annual comprehensive site inspection in accordance with Part 4 of the General Permit. The
permittee shall also conduct quarterly visual assessments of stormwater discharges from the
facility.

4.

Monitoring Requirement:
There are no quarterly benchmark, effluent limit, or impaired waters monitoring requirements
associated with this facility. Pursuant to General Permit 3-9003, Section 1.2.4.5, the permittee
shall monitor for the following parameters as identified in the approved stormwater pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP); pH, temperature, conductivity, and chloride.

5.

Annual Reporting: The permittee must prepare an annual report that includes the findings
from the annual comprehensive site inspection and any corrective action documentation. The
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report must be submitted to the Secretary within 45 days of conducting the annual compliance
inspection. In no case shall the report be submitted later than October 15 every year.
6.

Operating Fees: This discharge is subject to operating fees under 3 V.S.A. §2822. The
permittee shall submit payment of annual operating fees to the Department. The first year’s
statement is enclosed and a billing statement for such fees will be sent to the permittee each
year. Any permit non-compliance, including a failure to pay the annual operating fee,
constitutes a violation of 10 V.S.A. Chapter 47 and may be grounds for an enforcement action
or revocation of this authorization to discharge.

7.

Rights to Appeal to the Environmental Court: Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. Chapter 220, any appeal
of this decision must be filed with the clerk of the Environmental Court within 30 days of the
date of the decision. The Notice of Appeal must specify the parties taking the appeal and the
statutory provision under which each party claims party status; must designate the act or
decision appealed from; must name the Environmental Court; and must be signed by the
appellant or their attorney. In addition, the appeal must give the address or location and
description of the property, project or facility with which the appeal is concerned and the name
of the applicant or any permit involved in the appeal. The appellant must also serve a copy of
the Notice of Appeal in accordance with Rule 5(b)(4)(B) of the Vermont Rules for
Environmental Court Proceedings. For further information, see the Vermont Rules for
Environmental Court Proceedings, available on line at www.vermontjudiciary.org. The
address for the Environmental Court is 32 Cherry Street, 2nd Floor, Suite 303, Burlington,
Vermont 05401 (Tel.# (802) 951-1740).

8.

Dated this 21st day of November, 2016.
Alyssa B Schuren, Commissioner
Department of Environmental Conservation

By:
Padraic Monks, Program Manager
Stormwater Management Program
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Jennifer McDonald

From: Heather Furman <hfurman@TNC.ORG>
Date: March 16, 2017 at 1:06:48 PM EDT
To: "David (dwwulfson@aol.com)" <dwwulfson@aol.com>
Subject: Upcoming Court Hearing
Dear David,
As an adjoining neighbor that holds the belief that neighbors should communicate with each other, I am
writing to let you know that TNC will be seeking to participate in the court hearing that is to take place
before Judge Sessions the week following next. It has come to our attention that the Court will review
issues around preemption, and as I’m sure you understand, I am obligated by fiduciary and institutional
interests with respect to the Conservancy’s land and rights, just as I know that you are duty bound to
protect the interests of Vermont Railway.
I want you to know that our participation will not delay the proceeding. TNC is not seeking to alter the
hearing schedule set by the Court. And, regardless of the outcome, TNC intends to continue building a
constructive, collaborative relationship with you and Vermont Railway. Thank you for your
understanding. TNC’s attorney David Grayck will be contacting Marc Heath to further discuss this
matter.
Regards,
Heather
Follow the Vermont Chapter on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

Heather Furman
State Director

The Nature Conservancy
Vermont
575 Stone Cutters Way Suite 2

hfurman@tnc.org
(802) 229-4425 Ext. 114 (Phone)
(802) 272-4414 (Mobile)

Montpelier, VT 05602
nature.org/vermont
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Jennifer McDonald
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

David Grayck <david@graycklaw.com>
Saturday, March 18, 2017 3:11 PM
Marc Heath
Jennifer McDonald
Re: Vermont Railway Inc. v. Town of Shelburne, Case No: 2:16-cv-00016-wks

Marc:

In response to your questions:

1. I am not planning on calling any witnesses relative to the hearing scheduled for March 27
and 28, except to the extent necessary (and if allowed by the Court), to meet the standards for
intervention under F.R.C.P. 24(a)(2) and 24(b)(1)(B). Other than trying to establish grounds for
intervention, TNC does not have any witnesses to offer.

2. Yes, TNC may want to cross examine witnesses. I would anticipate, however, that the order
of cross-examination would have the Town go first such that TNC's cross would pertain to
matters not covered by the Town, follow-up questions, or matters which are of relevance
TNC's particularized interests as an adjoining property owner to the area which has been
developed.

3. TNC does not have any exhibits to offer in direct examination. As to exhibits on crossexamination, TNC does not have any at this time. As you have stated, there is a protective
order such that TNC does not know the facts as established through the on-going
discovery. The lack of information on TNC’s part is a significant factor in its decision to seek
to intervene. TNC's state-law rights under the Shelburne Zoning Regulations and Act 250
directly depend upon the court's determination of the preemption issue. The Court's January 12,
2017 ruling pertains to the issue of preemption and F.R.C.P. 60(b)(2) and (3). TNC believes it
necessary to become a party at this time so it can protect its property interests as an adjoining
landowner to the extent allowed, and not otherwise subject to preemption under ICCTA, given
the Court's January 12, 2017 ruling and the ongoing discovery to which TNC has no knowledge
of due to the protective order.
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4. I am not planning on attending any depositions unless and until TNC is allowed to intervene
and is made a party.

5. Further to your consideration, TNC does not seek to delay the hearing scheduled for March
27 and 28.

6. If the hearing does not conclude on March 28, then TNC may seek to amend its request for
intervention, but any request to amend would be preceded by the process required by Local
Rule of Procedure 7(a)(7).

Thank you for your consideration of this matter in fulfillment of our obligations under Local
Rule of Procedure 7(a)(7).

Regards,
David

David L. Grayck, Esq.
Law Office of David L. Grayck, Esq.
57 College Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 223-0659 (direct line)
(802) 522-0186 (mobile)
This message is intended only for the use of the individual(s)or entity(ies) to whom it is addressed and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure by applicable law or court
order. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering the message to the intended recipient, you hereby are notified that any use, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail, or by calling 802-223-0659, and delete the original
message from your system. Thank you.
On Thu, Mar 16, 2017 at 4:16 PM, Marc Heath <mheath@drm.com> wrote:
David:
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What is the basis for your client seeking to intervene in this matter? Are you planning on calling witnesses, cross
examining witnesses, and introducing exhibits? Are you planning on attending depositions schedule for next
week? Without knowing the grounds for TNC’s Motion to Intervene, I cannot consent to it.

Please also be advised that confidential business records have been provided to the town in accordance with a Court
Ordered Protective Order. Until such time as the Court grants your motion to Intervene, and addresses the issue of
whether you or your client should be allowed access to these confidential records, you and your client are not allowed to
review these documents. If you have a different understanding of the Court’s Order please let me know immediately, so
we can take it up with the court.

Sincerely,

Marc
Marc B. Heath | Director | Litigation Group
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC | Business Sense · Legal Ingenuity
199 Main Street, PO Box 190 | Burlington, VT 05402-0190
Direct: 802-846-8306 | Main: 802-863-2375 | Fax: 802-862-7512
MHeath@drm.com | www.drm.com

From: David Grayck [mailto:david@graycklaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2017 2:22 PM
To: Marc Heath
Subject: Vermont Railway Inc. v. Town of Shelburne, Case No: 2:16-cv-00016-wks

Marc,
This email is in follow-up to my voice message, both of which are in follow-up to an email Heather Furman
sent to David Wulfson. The Nature Conservancy will be moving to intervene in the above matter. I expect the
motion will be filed tomorrow. TNC is not seeking any delay of the proceeding. I assume that your Client will
object to TNC's intervention, but if not, please let me know.
Regards,
David

David L. Grayck, Esq.
3
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Law Office of David L. Grayck, Esq.
57 College Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 223-0659 (direct line)
(802) 522-0186 (mobile)

This message is intended only for the use of the individual(s)or entity(ies) to whom it is addressed and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure by applicable law or court
order. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering the message to the intended recipient, you hereby are notified that any use, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail, or by calling 802-223-0659, and delete the original
message from your system. Thank you.
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